The aim of the program – which is developed and delivered in cooperation with PMI Budapest, Hungarian Chapter – is to train project managers who can meet the 21st century expectations, can manage moderately complex projects in virtual and traditional, national and international environment. The program not only focuses on giving an overview about the classic and most recent theories but also provide a way of using them in practical context. It is important students, who successfully completes this program, can use the learnt tools and techniques in their daily work. Thus, the program combines traditional project management trainings with the expectations of the modern era.

Name of the Qualification in the Diploma:
International project manager
Economist specialized in international project management

Application Requirement:
- International project manager: undergraduate diploma in any field is accepted
- Economist specialized in international project management: undergraduate diploma in economics
- Personal interview focusing on the candidate’s project management experience, language skills and motivation

Documents Needed for Application:
- Resume/CV (focusing on project or project management experience)
- Language exam certification (if there is any)
- Photocopy of college or university degree

APPLICATION AND OTHER INFORMATION

Whose applications are we waiting for?
This program is highly recommended for those, who want to learn – besides a comprehensive theoretical background – solid and widespread knowledge applicable in practice. Thus, we recommend this program for those, who want to work as a project manager in the future, or – as a practitioner – want to improve their current level of project management knowledge. We also recommend having at least 1-2 years of project (not necessarily project management) experience or participation in leadership programs, in order to maximize the efficiency of the program.

Form of financing: fee-paying training
Önköltség a képzésen: 660 000 HUF/semester.

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
Early bird: The discount is valid for every semester’s fee if you apply until 15th July 2023. 590.000 HUF/semester

For more information:
jelentkezes.part.time@uni-corvinus.hu
+36 30 145 6675

On the content of the course:

Program instructor: Dr. Bálint Blaskovics
balint.blaskovics@uni-corvinus.hu